To:
American Pop Corn Company
and its successors
One Fun Place, 4332 Grants St
Sioux City, IA 51102

Inspection Number: 1371326
Case File Number: 01191
CSHO: Y9843
Inspection Date(s): 01/09/2019-01/09/2019
Issuance Date: 04/04/2019

Inspection Site:
One Fun Place, 4332 Grants St
Sioux City, IA 51102

This Citation and Notification of Penalty (Citation) alleges violations of the Iowa Occupational Safety and Health Act and proposes penalties. Fifteen working days after you receive this Citation, the allegations and proposed penalties will become final unless you reach a settlement agreement with Iowa OSHA or contest the Citation. After 15 working days have passed, there will be no further chance to challenge these allegations and penalties.

Each violation described in this Citation is alleged to have occurred on or about the days the inspection was made unless another date is noted.

Contest. You may contest in writing all or part of the Citation. You may file a notice of contest yourself or hire an attorney to help you at your own expense.

Notice to employees. A copy of the Citation must be posted immediately in a prominent place near the location where each violation occurred. If posting near the site of each violation is not feasible, the Citation must be posted where it will be easily seen by all affected employees. The Citation must remain posted until the violation is corrected or for 3 working days, whichever is longer.

Payment. In the absence of a contest or settlement agreement, the penalties must be paid within 15 working days. Make your check or money order payable to “Iowa OSHA” and note the inspection number on it. Iowa OSHA does not agree to any restriction, condition, or endorsement put on any check or money order, and will cash the check or money order as if the restriction, condition or endorsement does not exist.
Working days. Working days are Monday through Friday excluding State and Federal holidays.

Hazard correction. In the absence of a contest or settlement agreement, each violation must be corrected by the date set in the Citation. You are required to provide documentation of abatement to your employees and to Iowa OSHA. The enclosed form and booklet will help you with this process.

Employee right to contest. An employee or employee representative may contest an abatement date set in the Citation. The contest must be mailed to Iowa OSHA within 15 working days of the employer’s receipt of this Citation.

Whistleblower protection. An employer may not retaliate against an employee for cooperating with an OSHA inspector, filing an OSHA complaint, or exercising other rights under the OSHA law. An employee may file a complaint within 30 days after retaliation occurred.

Guide to Iowa OSHA Citations. The Guide to Iowa OSHA Citations covers topics related to this Citation in more detail. Please review it carefully.

Informal conference. You may request an informal conference or meeting to discuss any part of this Citation. Frequently, citations are settled at informal conferences. Call the number above right away if you wish to schedule an informal conference because after 15 working days an informal settlement agreement is not possible. If you schedule an informal conference you must complete the form on page 3 and post it where affected employees can see it.
NOTICE OF INFORMAL CONFERENCE

An informal conference has been scheduled with Iowa OSHA to discuss the citation(s) issued on 04/04/2019. Employees and/or representatives of employees have a right to attend an informal conference.

Employer: Check and complete one of the following*

☐ The informal conference will be held at Iowa OSHA,

The informal conference will be held at Iowa OSHA:
150 Des Moines Street
Des Moines, IA 50309 on _____________ at ___________.

☐ The informal conference will be held by phone. To participate call:

*This must be completed and posted by the employer only if an informal conference is scheduled.
Citation and Notification of Penalty

Company Name: American Pop Corn Company
Inspection Site: One Fun Place, 4332 Grants St Sioux City, IA 51102

Citation 1 Item 1 Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.28(c)(1): Where employees are exposed to falling objects; the employer had not erected toeboards, installed screens or a guardrail system to prevent objects from falling to the lower level:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to erect toeboards on elevated work platforms to prevent materials, parts and/or tools from falling to a lower level. The work platform without toeboards included but was not limited to one on the fourth (4th) floor of the New Yellow Elevator which had a metal tube extending past the platform directly above an employee working on the second (2nd) floor below. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $6005.00

Citation 1 Item 2 Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.146(d)(3): Under the permit-required confined space program required by 1910.146(c)(4), the employer did not develop and implement the means, procedures, and practices necessary for safe permit space entry operations, including, but not limited to items (3)(i) through (3)(vi) of this paragraph:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, Receiving- Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. The employer failed to develop and implement procedures/practices when enter confined spaces. Confined spaces included but were not limited to the boot pits which permits were not completed prior to entry. This condition existed on and/or prior to 01-09-19 and was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $6005.00
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Company Name: American Pop Corn Company
Inspection Site: One Fun Place, 4332 Grants St Sioux City, IA 51102

Citation 1 Item 3 a Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.147(c)(4)(ii): Energy control procedures did not clearly and specifically outline the scope, purpose, authorization, rules, and techniques to be used for the control of hazardous energy, and the means to enforce compliance including, but not limited to, the elements listed in (A)-(D) of this paragraph:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, Receiving- Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. The employer failed to develop and implement Lockout/Tagout (LOTO) procedures meeting the requirements of this standard. The employer had different LOTO machine specific procedure formats both had inadequacies/deficiencies. The new format inadequacies/deficiencies included but were not limited to the purpose, scope, compliance, specific steps to control all hazardous energy, stored energy and how to release, how to verify and return controls to neutral. Old format inadequacies/deficiencies included but were not limited to specific sequence and steps to control all hazardous energy, stored energy and how to release, how to verify and return controls to neutral and sequence to restore equipment. Equipment included but was not limited to grain legs, augers, conveyors and dryers. Hazardous energy included but was not limited to electrical, mechanical, pneumatic, gas and/or gravity. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $6005.00

Citation 1 Item 3 b Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.147(c)(5)(ii): Lockout devices and tagout devices were used for other purposes; and did not meet the requirements of subparagraphs (A) through (D):

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator- Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. The employer failed to ensure lockout/tagout (LOTO) locks were not used for other purposes. LOTO locks had been placed on personal lockers jeopardizing the integrity of the LOTO
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Company Name: American Pop Corn Company
Inspection Site: One Fun Place, 4332 Grants St Sioux City, IA 51102

program. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 3 c Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.147(c)(6)(i): The employer did not conduct a periodic inspection of the energy control procedure at least annually to ensure that the procedure and the requirement of this standard were being followed:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. The employer failed to ensure lockout/tagout (LOTO) machine specific procedures were inspected at least annually to identify inadequacies, deficiencies and/or deviations. LOTO procedures included but were not limited to all equipment related to bin #15 and all equipment in the New Yellow Elevator. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 3 d Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.147(c)(7)(i): The employer did not provide adequate training to ensure that the purpose and function of the energy control program was understood by employees:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102 - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. The employer failed to provide lockout/tagout (LOTO) training that ensured employees had gained and/or retained the knowledge to safely control and/or eliminate all hazardous energy. Not all
employees had been trained to perform LOTO even when the jobs they were performing would require it. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 3 e Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.147(c)(7)(iii): The employer did not provide retraining for all authorized and affected employees whenever there was a change in job assignments, machines, equipment, or processes that presented new hazards, there was a change in the energy control procedures; whenever periodic inspection revealed, or there was reason to believe that there were deviations from or inadequacies in the employee's knowledge or use of the energy control procedures; and whenever needed to reestablish employee proficiency and introduce new or revised energy control methods and procedures:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102 - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. The employer failed to provide lockout/tagout (LOTO) refresher training that ensured employees had gained and/or retained the knowledge to safely control and/or eliminate all hazardous energy. The employer failed to reestablish employee proficiency in the requirements of the LOTO program, procedures and/or policies. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 3 f Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.147(f)(3)(i): A procedure was not utilized to afford the employees a level of protection equivalent to that provided by the implementation of a personal lockout or tagout device when servicing and/or maintenance was performed by a crew, craft, department or other group:
(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102 - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. The employer failed to provide lockout/tagout (LOTO) training that ensured employees had gained and/or retained the knowledge to safely control and/or eliminate all hazardous energy. The employer failed to ensure all individuals; both host employees and temporary employees applied their own LOTO locks when performing maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019

Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 4 a Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.219(c)(2)(i): All exposed parts of horizontal shafting seven (7) feet or less from floor or working platform, excepting runways used exclusively for oiling, or running adjustments, shall be protected by a stationary casing enclosing shafting completely or by a trough enclosing sides and top or sides and bottom of shafting as location requires:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator, 4th floor - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding on all rotating power transmission shaft(s) under 7'. Equipment included but was not limited to the main fan. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(b) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator, 3rd floor - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding on all rotating power transmission shaft(s) under 7'. Equipment included but was not limited to the #1 Crippen Manufacturing Company Polisher model #EP-44B. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(c) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator, 3rd floor - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding on all rotating power transmission shaft(s) under 7'. Equipment included but was not limited to the #2 Crippen Manufacturing Company Polisher model #EP-44B. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.
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Company Name: American Pop Corn Company
Inspection Site: One Fun Place, 4332 Grants St Sioux City, IA 51102

(d) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator, 2nd floor - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding on all rotating power transmission shaft(s) under 7’. Equipment included but was not limited to the Dust leg. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $6005.00

Citation 1 Item 4 b Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.219(d)(1): Guarding. Pulleys, any parts of which are seven (7) feet or less from the floor or working platform, were not guarded in accordance with the standards specified in paragraphs (m) and (o) of this section:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding for rotating drive pulleys in accordance with this standard. Equipment included but was not limited to the #1 Crippen Manufacturing Company Polisher model #EP-44B. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(b) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding for rotating drive pulleys in accordance with this standard. Equipment included but was not limited to the #2 Crippen Manufacturing Company Polisher model #EP-44B. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(c) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding for rotating drive pulleys in accordance with this standard. Equipment included but was not limited to the unload auger for bin #16. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.
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Company Name: American Pop Corn Company
Inspection Site: One Fun Place, 4332 Grants St Sioux City, IA 51102

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 4 c Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.219(e)(3)(i): Vertical or inclined belts were not enclosed by guard(s) conforming to the requirements specified in 1910.219(m) and (o) of this section:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding for vertical rotating drive belts in accordance with this standard. Equipment included but was not limited to the #1 Crippen Manufacturing Company Polisher model #EP-44B. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(b) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding for vertical rotating drive belts in accordance with this standard. Equipment included but was not limited to the #2 Crippen Manufacturing Company Polisher model #EP-44B. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(c) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding for vertical rotating drive belts in accordance with this standard. Equipment included but was not limited to the unload auger for bin #16. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 4 d Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.219(f)(3): Sprocket wheels and chains which were seven 7 feet or less above floors or platforms
were not enclosed:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding for rotating drive sprockets and chains in accordance with this standard. Equipment included but was not limited to the ASEECCO-LIFT. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(b) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to provide guarding for rotating drive sprockets and chains in accordance with this standard. Equipment included but was not limited to the feed auger. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 5 Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.242(b): Compressed air used for cleaning purposes was not reduced to less than 30 PSI:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while using shop built blow guns for cleaning. The employer failed to reduce shop air to 30 PSI or less, relief device or air port within the system that will drop the pressure to under 30 psi if the air system becomes dead ended and/or provide chip guarding. Shop air was approximately 125 PSI. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $4804.00

Citation 1 Item 6 a Type of Violation: Serious
IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.272(e)(1): The employer did not provide training to employees at least annually and when changes in job assignment will expose them to new hazards on the general safety precautions and specific procedures and safety practices listed in section (e)(1)(i) and (e)(1)(ii):

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as grain processing, maintenance, repairs and/or sanitation. The employer failed to provide training to employees on the recognition and preventative measures for hazards related to grain handling facilities. This condition existed was noted on/or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $6005.00

Citation 1 Item 6 b Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.272(e)(2): Employees assigned special tasks in the grain handling facility, such as bin entry were not provided training to perform these tasks safety:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as bin entries. The employer failed to provide training to employees on the recognition and preventative measures for hazards when performing bin entries. Bin(s) entered included but were not limited to bin #15. This condition existed on and/or prior to 01-03-19 and was noted on/or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $0.00

Citation 1 Item 7 a Type of Violation: Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.272(g)(1)(i): The employer shall issue a permit for entering bins, silos, or tanks unless the
employer or the employer's representative (who would otherwise authorize the permit) is present during the entire operation. The permit shall certify that the precautions contained in this paragraph (1910.272(g)) have been implemented prior to employees entering bins, silos or tanks. The permit shall be kept on file until completion of the entry operations:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, Receiving - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties such as bin entries. The employer failed to ensure bin entry permits were completed prior to bins being entered. Bin(s) entered included but were not limited to bin #15. This condition existed on and/or prior to 01-03-19 and was noted on/or about 01-09-19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated:</th>
<th>May 21, 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Penalty:</td>
<td>$6005.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Citation 1 Item 7 b Type of Violation: **Serious**

IAC 875 - Chapter 10  1910.272(g)(1)(ii): Prior to bin entry, all mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic equipment which presented a danger to employees inside grain storage structures in the grain handling facility were not disconnected, locked out and tagged, blocked-off, or otherwise prevented from operating by other equally effective means or methods:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, Receiving - Employees were exposed to the unexpected release of hazardous energy while performing normal job duties such as bin entries. **The employer failed to ensure all equipment was lockout/tagout (LOTO) prior to bins being entered.** LOTO would be required on equipment which included but were not limited to all equipment related to bin #15 such as augers, dryers and/or conveyors. Hazardous energy included but was not limited to electrical, mechanical, gravity and natural gas. This condition existed on and/or prior to 01-03-19 and was noted on/or about 01-09-19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated:</th>
<th>May 21, 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Penalty:</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Citation 1 Item 7 c Type of Violation:  **Serious**

IAC 875 - Chapter 10
1910.272(g)(1)(iii): The atmosphere within a bin, silo, or tank was not tested for the presence of combustible gases, vapors, and toxic agents when the employer has reason to believe they may be present:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, Receiving - Employees were potentially exposed to combustible gases, vapors and/or toxic agents when entering grain bins. The employer failed to ensure the atmosphere had been tested prior to bin entry. Potential hazards included fumigation, rotting grain and/or natural gas used in the grain drying process. Bins included but were not limited to bin #15. This condition existed on and/or prior to 01-03-19 and was noted on/or about 01-09-19.

**Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated:** May 21, 2019  
**Proposed Penalty:** $0.00

Citation 1 Item 8 Type of Violation:  **Serious**

IAC 875 - Chapter 10  
1910.272(j)(1): The employer did not develop and implement a written housekeeping program that established the frequency and the method(s) determined best to reduce accumulations of fugitive grain dust on ledges, floors, equipment, and other exposed areas:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102, New Yellow Elevator and Receiving - Employees were exposed to hazards related to the accumulations of grain dust while performing normal job duties working around grain handling equipment. The employer failed to develop and implement a written housekeeping program as required for grain handling facilities. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

**Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated:** May 21, 2019  
**Proposed Penalty:** $6005.00
Citation 2 Item 1 Type of Violation: Other-than-Serious

IAC 875 - Chapter 4
1904.29(b)(1): A log of all recordable work-related injuries and illness (OSHA Form 300 or equivalent) was not completed in the detail required by the regulation:

(a) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102 - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to complete the OSHA 300 log in the detail as required by this standard. Instances included but were not limited to case #16 of the 2108 OSHA 300 log. The employer failed to document the object/substance that directly injured or caused the illness in column (F). This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(b) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102 - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to complete the OSHA 300 log in the detail as required by this standard. Instances included but were not limited to case #16 of the 2108 OSHA 300 log. The employer marked both Column (H) and (I). This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(c) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102 - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to complete the OSHA 300 log in the detail as required by this standard. Instances included but were not limited to case #15 of the 2108 OSHA 300 log. The employer failed to document the object/substance that directly injured or caused the illness in column (f). This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

(d) One Fun Place Sioux City, Iowa 51102 - Employees were exposed to occupational injuries/illnesses while performing normal job duties. The employer failed to complete the OSHA 300 log in the detail as required by this standard. Instances included but were not limited to case #14 of the 2108 OSHA 300 log. The employer documented the object/substance that directly injured or caused the illness in column (f) as the "machine" but not which machine. This condition was noted on or about 01-09-19.

Date by Which Violation Must Be Abated: May 21, 2019
Proposed Penalty: $674.00
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Luther Peddy
Iowa OSHA Administrator
PENALTY SUMMARY

Company Name: American Pop Corn Company  
Inspection Site: One Fun Place, 4332 Grants St Sioux City, IA 51102  
Issuance Date: 04/04/2019

Penalty Summary of Inspection Number: 1371326

| Citation 1 Item 1, Serious | $6005.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 2, Serious | $6005.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 3a, Serious | $6005.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 3b, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 3c, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 3d, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 3e, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 3f, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 4a, Serious | $6005.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 4b, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 4c, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 4d, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 5, Serious | $4804.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 6a, Serious | $6005.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 6b, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 7a, Serious | $6005.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 7b, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 7c, Serious | $0.00 |
| Citation 1 Item 8, Serious | $6005.00 |
| Citation 2 Item 1, Other-than-Serious | $674.00 |

**TOTAL PENALTIES:** $47513.00

Make check or money order payable to "IOWA OSHA." Please indicate the inspection number and DBA, if company name is different, on the remittance.